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IMPROVEMENT OF DECISION MAKING
EFFICIENCY BY SOFTWARE SUPPORT
Abstract: This paper presents methodological concepts of
software development support for improving quality of
decision making process. Software support is related to
solving problems of multi-criteria decision making. This
paper presents a universally applicable method which may
represent a starting point for improvement of decision
making process
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1. INTRODUCTION
The function of achieving quality
largely depends on the quality of business
decisions. Computer support is an essential
element for improving the quality of
decision-making. As in other applications,
the application of computer technology is
in place to support the systems and
methods for decision making. The most
significant impact of computer support, in
this regard, is reflected in the automation
of theoretical mathematical models,
created for this purpose. This achieves
greater speed and accuracy of the obtained
results, eliminating the possibility of error,
which open new possibilities, such as rapid
analysis of different possible versions of
the solution.
Unstructured management problems
suggest the need for computer support
which will be implemented in such a way.
Specificity of computer technology, in
solving these problems, is primarily
reflected in the fact that the obtained
results are in form of alternatives or
possible solutions. It allows a decision
maker to focus his primary attention on
selection and analysis of criteria, in terms
of describing preferences, to the choice of
alternatives by which will examine and
analyze the results.

Computer technology usually has its
wider application in support of multicriteria decision making, allowing to
obtain a wide range of information needed
in solving semistructured or unstructured
problems. The modern development of
computer technology, telecommunications,
the flow rate of Internet, enables obtaining
data from internal and external sources,
analysis of results from various aspects,
their visual representation, which is very
important from the point of requirements
of modern management decision making.
Decision Support Systems represents
a broad methodology for decision support
implementation in which the computer
technology is an essential element [1] - [4].
Today, many authors suggest various
aspects of the development of decision
support systems:
 Intelligent business analytics [5]
 A web-based decision support system
[6]
 Analysis of various problems and
trends of decision support systems [7]
 Manu new types of intelligent
decision support systems [8]
Decision support systems have a wide
range of applications [9] - [12].
Emphasizing the need for such a
decision support, Jarupathirun and Zahedi
(2007) point out [13]: „Many complex and
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unstructured decisions are hindered by a
lack of clear understanding of various
underlying assumptions and perspectives
involved in the decision process.“
Papamichail and French (2005)
emphasize the importance of these systems
[14]: „Intelligent Decision Support
Systems (DSSs) use expert systems
technology to enhance the capabilities of
decision makers (DMs) in understanding a
decision problem and selecting a sound
alternative. Because of the people-centred
focus of such technologies, it is important
not only to assess their technical aspects
and overall performance but also to seek
the views of potential users.“
This paper is an attempt to present a
methodological approach for developing of
a computer decision support solutions. The
applied mathematical model is a model of
Compromise ranking. The specificity of
this study is that the user is presented
methodological approach which can be
applied in individual development of
computer support.

2. METHODOLOGICAL
APPROACH TO THE
DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER
SUPPORT

Compromise programming is a
method of multicriteria analysis based on a
mathematical model. Computer support in
this paper refers to the automation of
calculation of the mathematical model,
more described in the literature, Opricovic
(1992) [15] based on the equations (1) –
(3). Mathematical approach to the choice
of the best alternative, in this model, is
based on the distance of individual
alternatives to the best, the ideal
alternative:
n





S j   wi f i *  f ij / f i *  f i 



i 1

(1)
Where:
f i*  max f ij , i  1,..., n ;
j

,
;
f i  min f ij i  1,..., n
j

wi  relative importance

It is necessary to emphasize that f i * at
the request of criteria for maximization,
this is a maximum value of the individual
alternatives, in relation to given criteria. At
the request for minimization, it is
minimum value. The reverse is true for the
most distant alternative from the ideal f i  .

Figure 1. The initial values of alternatives
The values of individual alternatives,
which are subject to calculation, are given
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the symbol f ij
The initial values of 15 ranking
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alternatives in relation to the five criteria,
are shown in Figure 1 They represent the
initial values on which is made the ranking
of alternatives.
In this sense are calculated maximal
and minimum values of alternatives
according to individual criteria:

two criteria are expressed by $S$5.
Distance of the best alternative, compared
to the worst, at the request for
minimization, is expressed by: $T$2-$S$2.
In contrast, distance of the best alternative,
in relation to the worst, at the request for
maximization, is expressed by $S$6-$T$6.

S2=MAX(D2:R2)
S3=MAX(D3:R3)
S4=MAX(D4:R4)
...
or respectively:
T2=MIN(D2:R2)
T3=MIN(D3:R3)
T4=MIN(D4:R4)
....
Mathematical calculation is based on
the distance of some alternative to the best,
Figure 2
B9=$B$2*($T$2-D2)/($T$2-$S$2)
B10=$B$2*($T$2-E2)/($T$2-$S$2)
B11=$B$2*($T$2-F2)/($T$2-$S$2)
...
C9=$B$3*($T$3-D3)/($T$3-$S$3)
C10=$B$3*($T$3-E3)/($T$3-$S$3)
C11=$B$3*($T$3-F3)/($T$3-$S$3)
...
D9=$B$4*($T$4-D4)/($T$4-$S$4)
D10=$B$4*($T$4-E4)/($T$4-$S$4)
D11=$B$4*($T$4-F4)/($T$4-$S$4)
...
E9=$B$5*($S$5-D5)/($S$5-$T$5)
E10=$B$5*($S$5-E5)/($S$5-$T$5)
E11=$B$5*($S$5-F5)/($S$5-$T$5)
...
F9=$B$6*($S$6-D6)/($S$6-$T$6)
F10=$B$6*($S$6-E6)/($S$6-$T$6)
F11=$B$6*($S$6-F6)/($S$6-$T$6)
...
The cells $B$2, $B$3, $B$4 ...
represent the relative importance of
individual criteria. Considering the
requirement for minimization, which are
expressed in the first three criteria, $T$4 is
the minimum value of alternatives in
relation to each criterion. In contrast to the
requirement for maximization, the last

Figure 2. Distance of some alternative to
the best
Values which are not given absolute
references are individual alternatives. The
next step in calculating is fulfillment of
requirements that a good alternative must
not be very bad for any of the criteria (2).





R j  max wi f i*  f ij / f i*  f i
i



(2)
On this basis are calculated values Rj:
H9=MAX(B9:F9)
H10=MAX(B10:F10)
H11=MAX(B11:F11)
...
Final values, basis for final ranking
by Compromise programming is a measure
of Qj [28] by which are combined values
Saj and Raj metrics (3).













Q j  v S j  S  S   S   1  v  R j  R R   R ;

j  1,... , J

(3)
where:
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S   min S j ;
j



R  min R j ;
j

S   max S j


j

R  max R j
j

f i   max f ij ; i  1,..., n
j
f i   min f ij ; i  1,..., n
j

At the same time S* and S-, or R* and
R represent the best and the worst values
of the two metrics:
-

C25=MIN(G9:G23)
C26=MAX(G9:G23)
C27=MIN(I9:I23)
C28=MAX(I9:I23)

$C$25)+(1-$L$8)*($I9-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
L10=$L$8*($H10-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$L$8)*($I10-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
L11=$L$8*($H11-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$L$8)*($I11-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
...
A diagrammatic representation of ranking
alternatives, depending on the severity of
criteria, is shown in Figure 4.

Compromise programming method
allows ranking of alternatives depending
on the severity of the strategy of decision
making  ( 0  v  1 ).As a result, the final
rank of alternatives is obtained by taking
into account the weight of decision making
strategies, Figure 3:
=0
J9=$J$8*($H9-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$J$8)*($I9-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
J10=$J$8*($H10-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$J$8)*($I10-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
J11=$J$8*($H11-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$J$8)*($I11-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
...
 = 0.1
K9=$K$8*($H9-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$K$8)*($I9-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
K10=$K$8*($H10-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$K$8)*($I10-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
K11=$K$8*($H11-$C$25)/($C$26$C$25)+(1-$K$8)*($I11-$C$27)/($C$28$C$27)
...
 = 0.2
L9=$L$8*($H9-$C$25)/($C$26-
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Figure 3. Final results of ranking of
alternatives, depending on the severity of
the decision making strategy

Figure 4. Graphical presentation of
results
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3. CONCLUSION
This paper presents the steps of
development of computer support in the
application of a mathematical model for
decision making - Compromise ranking.
Methodological approach enables the
holder of Deision Making to create his
own computer support for decisionmaking. The importance of automation of
calculation,
primarily
reflects
in
elimination of the possibility of error and
in the speed of decision making. This
allows analysis of different variants of
criterion requirements in a simple way.
Results are automatically displayed
visually, which is important for intuitive
insight of decision makers.
The specificity of this work is not
presentation of a finished software
solution, but pointing to the development
of their own computer support. Preview of
Compromise ranking method, in this way,
allows universal application in decisionmaking process.
It is undisputable that computer
support has a significant impact on the
quality of decision making, and therefore
on the quality of the overall business. To
this purpose, presented review has its
contribution in achieving the overall
quality of business.
Improvement of business through
different support systems is
now
inevitable. A large amount of investment,

the requirements for an adequate response
to the speed of making business decisions,
eliminating errors, further emphasize the
importance of implementation of decision
support systems in modern business.
The presented method enables
obtaining a multiple criteria rank, selecting
the best alternative. As it is shown in this
paper, criteria by which is made the
comparison, in addition to requirements
for maximization or minimization, can be
defined by the relative importance.
Alternatives can be expressed in different
units.
This indicates that considered
methodology can be a general approach
and initial basis for the decisions.
In this paper is made the effort that the
applied methodology is as simple as
possible,acceptable for decision makers in
practice. MS Excel is a widely accepted
and known platform, which significantly
affect the acceptance by many users.
The complexity of the mathematical
model, the possibility of creating errors in
the calculation, need to learn new
methodologies, often causes resistance in
the application of methods for multicriteria
decision making.
The methodology of computer support for
this purpose, which is shown in this paper,
is intended to remove that barrier, bringing
approach to this problem in the easiest and
acceptable way.
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